
LOBBYING TIPS 
So you’ve made a decision to act on climate change—now what?  

IF YOU HAVE 5 MINS 

CONTACT YOU MSP WITH A LETTER (OR EMAIL)  

Never under-estimate the awesome power of handwritten letters! MSPs often place more 
value on hand written letters as the view expressed therein can be assumed to be shared by 
more than the one person who wrote it, therefore MSPs use hand written letters are 
barometers of a particular issue.    

Here are some tips for drafting your letter:  

• Open your letter by introducing yourself as a constituent who lives and votes in the 
MSP’s constituency.  

• Be brief, specific and polite and if possible keep letter to one topic. 

• Let your MSP know how the issue affects you personally and outline your concerns 
succulently  

• If you have a campaign ask make sure to outline this fairly early on in the letter and 
repeat your request again in closing.  

• Ask for a reply. Always close your letter by asking for a written response stating the 
MSP’s position on the issue.  

IF YOU HAVE 10 MINS 

PLACE A PHONE CALL  

Phone calls are a great way to communicate your concerns to MSP, especially if you are 
time limited or can’t travel easily. In the majority of cases you will probably speak with a 
researcher or office manager first, but your call is still very important.  

a)  Identify yourself as a constituent. Being a constituent gives you power, so always be sure 
to identify yourself as a constituent. 

b)  Be brief and specific.  Always limit your call to one subject. State why you are calling, and 
the action you would like the MSP to take on the issue. 

Sometimes the person taking your call can tell you the views the MSP holds on the particular 
topic. If you get intelligence like that, reporting it back is extremely helpful and SCCS would 
be grateful to know.  

IF YOU HAVE A DAY  

WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Letters to the Editor provide you with an opportunity to comment on articles, editorials and 
opinion pieces appearing in local and national newspapers. Letters to the Editor are widely 
read by MSP and community leaders to gauge public sentiment about current issues in the 
news, especially those that appear in the Scotsman newspaper. The media play a powerful 



role in helping shape public opinion on policies, so you can help maximize the potential of 
this resource by writing letters to the editor. 

• Know the rules. Check the paper’s guidelines for writing letters, which should be 
clearly stated, on the editorial page of your newspaper or their online site. Be sure to 
include your name, address, and telephone number, as papers do not print 
anonymous letters, and generally will call to verify authorship. 

• Be specific and to the point. Many papers won’t publish letters longer than 200 or 
250 words and even shorter is better. Be sure to state the purpose of your letter in 
the first paragraph. 

• Keep it current: Write your letters on debates, issues or legislation happening right 
now. Respond promptly to recently printed stories or editorials. Write in support of or 
against pending legislation at the local  or national level. By covering current issues, 
your letter stands a better chance of getting printed. 

IF YOU HAVE A WEEK  

MEET YOUR MSP IN PERSON   
 
By far the most effective way to articulate your views to your MSP and positively affect the 
outcome of legislation is to speak with them face-to-face. MSPs are there to represent you, 
so they will welcome hearing your views and will be genuinely interested in hearing your 
concerns.  You do not need to be an expert on an issue or a professional lobbyist to make it 
a successful meeting. Just bring your passion and your story. Remember it’s just about 
communicating and educating someone on the things you care about! 

• You can drop-in on an MSP’s surgery day, but you may not be seen if they overrun. 
These surgeries are listed on the MSP’s website or the public spaces where they 
take place, such as public libraries.  

• MSPs are generally in the Scottish Parliament in Edinburgh from Tuesday to 
Thursday, and in their own constituency or region from Friday to Monday. You can 
arrange to meet them in either location, depending on which is more convenient for 
you. 

• To schedule an appointment, call their office and ask for the diary managers and set 
up a meeting. Leave a message if no one answers and remember polite persistence 
pays off. Always identify yourself as a constituent. Occasionally, the MSP cannot 
meet you but their staff can; meetings with staff are just as important. When you get 
in touch, let them know what you want to discuss, so that your MSP can come 
prepared. 

Before your meeting  

• Make notes of the key points that you want to raise with them (this is where all the 
resources come in useful.) 

• Find out a little bit about your MSP. Do they have any interests or particular causes 
they’re interested in?   

o A good place to start is their own website or blog 

o If you’re on Twitter this is also a good source of information 



o Have a look at what they’ve done in Parliament via their dedicated page 
(http://www.parliament.scot/msps/current-msps.aspx)   

At your meeting  

• You don’t need to demonstrate to your MSP that you’re some kind of climate expert.  
Most importantly you are expressing why you care about climate change.  On the 
other hand, if you do know a lot about climate change, remember that MSPs have to 
keep up to date on many issues and can’t be experts on everything! You may well 
know more than them, so make sure you keep your questions and examples simple. 

• Present a personal case. Introduce yourself and thank them for meeting with you.  
Use your own words to explain why you care about climate change.  

• Be polite and passionate; remember that MSP are people too, trying to do a job. 
Being aggressive or angry will not help. Your MSP may not agree with you, but try to 
understand their views and build a relationship with them to keep the conversation 
going throughout their time in parliament.  

• Help them understand more about the issues. Give them the downloadable 
briefings or resources and ask them to act on the issues.  

After your meeting 
 
Follow-up your meeting with a personal letter thanking the MSP or staffer for their time. This 
is another opportunity to make your point. Provide them with any further information they’ve 
asked for.  If the MSP made a commitment, remind them of this in your letter.  

IF YOU HAVE LONGER   
 
MONITOR THE IDEA  

You may have written to your MSP but received a lukewarm response. There may be 
something in the newspaper which will further strengthen your case or concern which you 
can politely write to the MSP about again. You can do the same by writing to your local 
newspaper and keeping the conservation alive.  

Stay informed on the latest developments via SCCS’ Twitter page and website or SCCS 
members’ social media outputs.  

GET OTHERS INVOVLED  

Make sure your family, friends and colleagues are aware of the issue and what they can do 
to help. Again be polite and inspiring, not aggressive or nagging.  Perhaps you can host a 
coffee morning at work to raise awareness of the issue or organise a film screening on a 
movie about climate change with friends over the weekend.   

Remember, we can’t do it without you! So thank you!  
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